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Workshops & Conferences
Maple Sugaring Workshop
Tuesday, February 17, 9:00 - 3:00
Warren Farm and Sugarhouse,
North Brookfield, MA		
$30
Agricultural History Workshop
Wednesday, April 22,
9:00 - 3:00
Fisher Museum at Harvard Forest,
Petersham, MA			
$30
Summer Graduate Course
8 Workshops on Farms Across the State
Starting: Wednesday June 24, 2009
Ending: Wednesday, August 12, 2009
Farms across the State
Details on page 2

Feature Topic:

Massachusetts’
Agricultural History
Mission: Massachusetts Agriculture
in the Classroom is a non-profit 501
(c)(3) educational organization with
the mission to foster an awareness
and learning in all areas related to
the food and agriculture industries
and the economic and social
importance of agriculture to the
state, nation and the world. 		

Winter 2009

It’s Time to Show
Your Support
If you’ve ever considered
sending a donation to
support
Massachusetts
Agriculture in the Classroom now is the time to
step forward. This small
non-profit accomplishes
a great deal each year
with an annual budget of
less than $55,000, raised In 2008, 232 educators attended sixteen workshops on farms
the state, meeting the animals, learning about the crops
entirely through donations. across
and sometimes harvesting their own lunch.
As difficult economic times
make it harder to raise those
donations, organizations like MAC nearly 11,000 educators across the state
are particularly vulnerable, at a time on an annual basis. We operate with
when our educational programs reach an all volunteer board of directors and
more and more educators.
just one part-time consultant, and we
do not have the overhead of an office.
Did you know that MAC was founded In this way, all of the money we raise
in 1982 in response to an unfunded each year supports our education and
mandate from U.S. Department of outreach programs to educators in
Agriculture? In most states the AITC schools and farms across the state.
program is under the umbrella of the
Department of Agriculture, Farm As donations have decreased over the
Bureau or State University and is past few years, we’ve cut costs while
supported through their budgets.
still maintaining our core programs and
even expanding outreach. This year,
In Massachusetts, our program was we hope to avoid any further reduction
developed with the guidance of the in these valued programs which
Department of Agriculture, Farm include: an informational newsletter
Bureau and University Extension. We three times a year; workshops on the
receive a great deal of program support farm; an annual conference; summer
from these organizations through graduate course; mini-grants; active
board member efforts; bookkeeping website; co-sponsorship of programs
services; use of meeting space; like the Massachusetts agriculture
workshop speakers; proceeds from the calendar and more.
agricultural calendar; and occasional
printing and postage reimbursements. If you like what we do, now is the
However, we receive no dedicated time to show your support. Even a
small donation will be appreciated and
budgetary support from them.
put to good use. Thank you for helping
Over the past twenty-seven years us to continue the work of keeping
our outreach has expanded to reach agriculture alive in classrooms.

2008 Mini Grants

Graduate Level Course

This Insect’s A Huge Threat

The MAC Mini-Grant program
awarded $8,091 in 2008 to support
these thirteen worthy agricultural
education projects. Grants of up to
$1,500 are awarded three times a year.
The deadlines for proposal submission
are the first of April, September
and November. We encourage any
Massachusetts educator to submit a
proposal to enhance their educational
program. More information and minigrant guidelines are available on-line
at www.aginclassroom.org.

Our popular Graduate Course for
educators returns for the summer of
2009. Massachusetts Agriculture in
the Classroom, collaborating with
Fitchburg State College, will offer
this three-credit graduate course,
titled “Growing Agriculture in the
Classroom,” using Massachusetts
farms as classrooms. Teachers will
participate in agricultural-literacy
training through fun, hands-on study
and investigation of agriculture
education resources. The course will
help enhance curriculum and meet
many MCAS requirements.

The Asian Longhorned Beetle
(Anoplophora glabripennis) was
first discovered in the U. S. in New
York City in 1996, and has been
found since in four other locations in
New York, in New Jersey, Chicago
and most recently in Worcester,
Massachusetts and its surrounding
communities. A major effort is
underway to eradicate this destructive
pest and prevent further infestations
around this nation.

April 2008 Mini-Grants
“Breeding, Hatching & Brooding Chicks”
Codman Community Farm, Lincoln
$291
“Apples Are Us”			
$800
Quaboag Regional Middle School, Warren
“The Role of Honeybees in Our Community”
Natick Community Organic Farm
$800
“Creating a Monarch Butterfly Habitat”
Toy Town Elem. School, Winchendon $750
“Southern Berkshire School Farm”
$1,500
S. Berkshire Regional District, Sheffield
“Kids Compost” 		
Sunderland Elementary School

April Funding Total

$800

$4,941

September 2008 Mini-Grants
					

“Higashi Garden for the Young Adult
with Autism” 		
$700
The Boston Higashi School, Randolph
“Farm Explorations”
$450
Mendell Elementary School, Roxbury

September Funding Total

$1,150

November 2008 Mini-Grants
“How Does Your Garden Grow”
Hopedale Junior High School

$300

“Three Seasons Garden Program”
Newton Community Farm

$200

“Season of Seeds” 		
Murdock Middle School, Winchendon

$500

“What’s the Buzz? The Honeybee Problem”
Tantasqua Regional HS, Fiskdale
$400
“Sustainable Living Curriculum ”
$600
Mohawk Trail Regional HS, Shelburne Falls

November Funding Total $2,000

		

Total 2008
Mini-Grant
Awards
$8,091

The course will meet on Wednesdays,
June 24 and August 12 at the
Brigham Hill Community Farm
in North Grafton from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Each participant must attend
both sessions and also participate in
six additional workshops during the
summer, selected from approximately
twelve workshops on a variety of
topics in locations across the state.
Participants will keep a journal of
their agricultural journey and develop
a classroom project, which they will
present to their peers on August 12.
Farm workshops may cover topics
such as nutrition; plant science;
soils; water; economics; technology;
ag-history; farm animals; energy;
sustainable agriculture and more.
This course will assist new educators
and those who want to expand their
offerings to integrate agriculture into
the classroom. Participants will learn
how to create community partnerships; link the classroom to the farm;
expand math, science, social studies,
art, nutrition and other educational
knowledge using agricultural examples, and explore technology and
engineering techniques.
The fee for this eight-day course is
$475 and includes all materials; farm
workshops; some meals and three
graduate credits or 67 professional
development points from Fitchburg
State College. Participants will be
paired with a MAC board member to
give long-term access to agricultural
resources and support. For information visit www.aginclassroom.org.

The beetle travels
to the U.S. from
Asia on wooden
pallets
and
shipping
crates,
emerging
from
these
discarded crates to infest
healthy trees. It attacks maples
and a variety of other hardwood
trees including: poplar, birch,
horse chestnut, plane tree, elm
and occasionally ash, hackberry,
mountain-ash, and silk tree. The
adult is .75 to 1.5 inches; the female
lays eggs in depressions made in tree
bark. The larva grows to 2.4 inches,
boring and tunneling within the trunks
and branches, disrupting the sap flow
which weakens and eventually kills
the tree, within two to seven years.
This pest is considered to be a serious
threat to the nursery, lumber, wood
products, maple syrup and tourism
industries. If established over a
large area, it could also significantly
disrupt the forest ecosystem. The
Mass. Department of Conservation
and Recreation, Mass. Department
of Agricultural Resources, and the
City of Worcester are partnering
with the U.S. Forest Service and
USDA APHIS-PPQ to coordinate a
management plan to eradicate this
species in Massachusetts. The area
has been surveyed to determine
extent of the pests. Infested trees
are being removed and destroyed.
Susceptible host trees will be treated
to prevent more infestations. For
information, visit the USDA Forest
Services at www.na.fs.fed.us/fhp/
alb/ident_reporting/identifying.shtm.

farms or
Agricultural History
Massachusetts’ Agricultural
a skilled
History Resources
to
Massachusetts has a rich history trade
MA Department of Agricultural Resources
251 Causeway Street Suite 500
Boston, MA 02114
www.mass.gov/agr/
Massachusetts State Grange
www.massgrange.org
Fisher Museum of Harvard Forest
Petersham, MA
http://harvardforest.fas.harvard.edu
Old Sturbridge Village, Sturbridge, MA
www.osv.org
Plimoth Plantation, Plymouth, MA
www.plimoth.org
Storrowton Village Museum
West Springfield, MA

www.thebige.com/village/storrowton_village.html

Other Websites
Massachusetts Department of Conservation
and Recreation - Forest Conservation
www.mass.gov/dcr/stewardship/forestry/index.htm

The Stone Wall Initiative
www.stonewall.uconn.edu/PrimerHist.htm
Thoreau Institute at Walden Pond
www.Walden.org/index.htm
USDA Agricultural Statistics
www.nass.usda.gov
			

Books
Agrarian Landscapes in Transition, edited
by Charles L. Redman and David Foster,
Oxford University Press, 2008.
Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists
and the Ecology of New England by William
Cronon, Hill and Wang, 1983 & 2003.
From Farm to Table: A Curriculum
Connecting Agriculture to Our Everyday
Lives!, New England Heritage Breeds
Conservance and Hancock Shaker Village.
Massachusetts Environment: The State of
Our Commonwealth, EOEEA.
Reading the Forested Landscape by Tom
Wessels, The Countryman Press, 1997.
Stone by Stone: The Magnificent History in
New England’s Stone Walls by Robert M.
Thorson, Walker and Company, 2002.

Information for this newsletter
was taken from the resources listed above.

of agricultural land use that dates
back hundreds of years before the first
European colonist set foot on its shores.
Each successive generation left a mark
that remains today.

When the first colonists arrived, as
many as 100,000 native people lived
in the area that would become New
England. They spoke a common
language and were organized loosely
into tribes, moving seasonally to hunt,
fish and gather food where it was most
abundant. They returned to the same
areas annually, and grew crops during
the warmest months. They managed
the forests using fire, which provided
a diverse habitat and more plentiful
hunting and gathering opportunities.
Between 1620 and 1649, twenty
thousand, English settlers arrived to
establish permanent agricultural
settlements along the coastal plains and
major rivers, that native populations had
once occupied. The newcomers formed
tightly knit religious communities.
European husbandry was adapted
to New England soils and climate,
incorporating elements of the native
ecological system such as cultivated
crops, meadow grasses, fish and game.
These communities worked together to
till fields, growing corn, rye, pumpkins,
beans, barley and flax. Native grasses in
marsh and wet meadows were mowed
for hay to feed their livestock. Cattle
were most important, providing milk,
butter, cheese, meat, leather, manure
and oxen to work the fields. Some sheep
were raised for homespun clothing
and the omnivorous swine produced
prodigious young with little tending,
feeding themselves from land.
Livestock shared common pasture in
meadows and marshes and untilled
fields as part of a single herd during the
day, then were enclosed in a community
fence at night. Plows and oxen teams
were collectively owned and allocated.
Woodlands
provided
timber, fencing and fuel.
A small amount of land
was owned individually
for home and a garden.
A second generation of settlers filled
the coastal region with farms.They raised
large families to work the land. When
grown, these offspring needed their own

succeed.
This created
a tendency
t o w a r d s
expansion, as
well as an accumulation of wealth.
By the late 1600s, most farms were
independently owned and operated.

Third and fourth generation Puritans
moved inland from the coast and
upward from tidal rivers toward the
uninhabited interior, where they created
self sufficient homesteads. They
cleared the land to build cabins for
their families and fences for livestock.
Taverns began to replace churches as
civic centers of influence.
While farming and fishing continued as
the mainstay of the economy, mercantile
commerce also grew in cities and
seaports. The farmers supported this
commerce, selling grain, meat, cattle
fish and lumber. They also purchased
many necessary goods such as textiles,
metalware, sugar, rum and tea.
By 1800, the native population had
decreased to one tenth of their original
numbers, primarily due to small pox
and other diseases. Their former
hunting and gathering grounds had
been replaced by permanent colonial
settlements and their ability to move
about the landscape in search of food
was severely constrained. Animals,
once commonly hunted, had vanished
and hundreds of miles of fences
defined the landscape. The remaining
Algonquin population resisted further
settlement into northern and western
New England until the mid-18th
century, with support from the French.
By 1820, only one fifth of Massachusetts’ population lived in cities.
Most people lived on farms or in small
rural communities spread across
the state. Most towns had a public
common, around which the meeting
house and other major buildings were
located. Rivers and
canals were the
main transportation
routes. Farms were
generally small, 100
to 200 acres in size,
with about one-third of the land in
crops, one-third in pasture for horses,
cows, and sheep, and one-third as
the woodlot for timber and fuel.

America’s Industrial Revolution The rise of industry affected rural
began in Massachusetts in 1814, when areas as well as cities, connecting
the Boston Manufacturing Company New England to the national
built a water-powered cotton mill
economy. The peak
on the Charles River in
of agricultural activity
Waltham. Seven years
occurred here between
later they built another
1830 and 1880, when 60
mill on the Merrimack
-80 percent of Massachusetts’
River in Lowell. These
land was cleared for pasture,
mills and the others that
tillage, orchard and buildings.
followed transformed
Better farm tools and
the
landscape
of
implements, crop varieties
Massachusetts.
and improved livestock breeds
became available to farmers.
At first the mills were
As more market goods became
located rurally and
available, farms shifted their
relied on labor from local farm focus to commercial cash sales.
communities. Starting in 1830, as a
network of railroads replaced travel by Road systems, railroads and then the
river, canal and turnpike, and as coal opening of the Erie Canal in 1825,
replaced water as the principal energy reduced the transportation cost of food
source, the mills became concentrated supplies. Rural communities began
in a few major cities.
to meet many of their material
needs through imports. Wheat
Between 1820 and 1920, the population flour from the Midwest replaced
of Massachusetts shifted from a corn and rye; factory made cotton
mostly rural population of 523,000 replaced homespun; shoes came from
to 3.8 million people, four-fifths of factories, and coal from Pennsylvania
whom lived in cities and large towns. augmented fire wood. Purchasing
Industrialization and immigration these commodities allowed farmers to
fueled this change. In the mid-1840s, concentrate on marketable crops. They
immigrant arrived from Ireland and expanded output and tried specialty
then Germany to work the mills. After crops, from merino sheep wool to beef
the Civil War they came from Italy, and dairy. The forests were harvested
Eastern Europe and French Canada.
to support the wood industries.

Native American Agriculture
The Native American people lived in villages,
primarily along the coasts and major riverways. They
sought their food where it was most abundant, moving
their villages on a seasonal basis. Doing so required
an intimate understanding of the habits and ecology of
other species.
Southern New England communities mixed annual
hunting and fishing activities with the raising of tropical
crops such as maize, beans, squash and tobacco as part
of their annual subsistence cycle. They used clamshell
hoes to make mounds two and a half feet apart, which
they planted with corn. As the plants grew, soil was
mounded around them which strengthened their roots.
The cornstalks served as poles for beans; squash was
planted between the mounds where it grew to cover
the entire field. This method of farming preserved soil,
preventing weeds from growing, conserved moisture
and produced a high yield per acre. After planting the
tribes dispersed for 2-3 months as the crops ripened.
They also managed the forests to provide a diversity of
habitats that would support a wide variety of plants and

The same transportation
revolution that exposed
New England to the
national marketplace
also brought pressure on
traditional agricultural
commodities. The Massachusetts
farmers were unable to compete
with crops grown on the cheaper land
and better soils of the Midwest. The
cultural prestige of farming and its
profitability began to decline.
Beginning in the mid-1800s and
continuing for more than a century,
thousands of rural farms and
pastures were abandoned across
New England, especially in upland
areas removed from growing industrial
cities. Men and women moved away,
drawn by richer soils in the Midwest
or factory jobs in the cities. Today, the
population of many towns in central
and western Massachusetts remains
below nineteenth-century levels.
Most of the farms that shaped the
landscape in 19th century are now
gone. As recently as 1945 there were
more than 37,000 farms in the state,
compared with a low of 4,497 in 1974.
In recent years, however, the loss of
farmland has stabilized, and the total
number of farms has increased to
6,000.

animals. They used fire to burn extensive
areas of the surrounding forest once or
twice a year in the spring and fall. It cleared
the underbrush, let in sunlight and created
conditions so that birches, white pines and
shrubs would flourish. This produced a park
like forest of large, widely spaced trees.
This method of forest management also
created habitats for wildlife, attracting larger
populations of the birds and animals that they
hunted, such as turkeys, deer and bear. The
open forest also made it easier for the hunters
to travel and seek their game. Fire also returned
nutrients to the soil and supported the growth of
the grasses, fruits and berries that they utilized.
Wood was used for fuel, soapstone
bowls and ceramic pots for cooking,
and bow and arrows for hunting.
Some harvest was stored. With
few possessions, mobility and skill
provided what they needed.

Massachusetts Forests
The colonists who came in the
1600s and 1700s to the land that
would become New England,
found a landscape filled with plenty.
Unlike their native England, trees
were in abundance. Today, sixty
percent of Massachusetts is still
covered in forests, yet these forests
are almost entirely second growth.
By 1860, seventy percent of the
total forests of Massachusetts
had been cleared; in some areas as
little as ten percent remained.
The early colonists cut down the
trees for fuel and to make way for
agricultural fields and pastures. They
also sent timber back to England
to repay their financial backers.
The largest of the white pine were
exported to be made into ship masts
for the British navy. Wood was also
milled for construction purposes,
and in later years it was used to fuel
the railroads.
The peak of deforestation and
agricultural activity across most of
New England occurred from 1830 to
1880. Land was cleared for pasture,
tillage, orchards and buildings.
Small remaining areas of woodland
were subjected to frequent cuttings
for lumber and
fuel.
As agriculture
declined
in
New England,
starting in the
mid-1800s,
pastures and
fields were abandoned. The forests
grew back, dominated by white
pines which grew quicky in open
fields. These second-growth pines
matured and became valuable for
use as shipping containers for the
products from Massachusetts’
mills and factories. A new wave
of clear-cutting began, continuing
until the development of corrugated
cardboard in the 1930s.
Unlike hardwoods, the white pines
were unable to resprout after clearcutting. This led to a succession of
mixed hardwoods across much of
the landscape. Patterns of succession
enhanced the diversity of forest
types and habitats.

Fences and Stone Walls
The Native American people
did not domesticate animals
and therefore had no need for
fences. European colonists
introduced fencing to protect
crops from livestock and to
protect the livestock from
cross-breeding and predators.
As individual farmers moved
from colonial communities onto their
own land, fences were also utilized to
form property boundaries. Laws were
made requiring fences and that they
be kept in good repair.

A Rustic New England Stone Wall.

Gradually the stones migrated
through the finer-grained soil toward
the surface. In addition, when the
spring rains and snow melt came, the
water was not able to infiltrate easily
through the bare soil, forcing it to flow
The early fences were made of over the surface, eroding the loam and
wood, which was readily available. concentrating the stone.
Sometimes they consisted of wooden
stumps set along the field edge. Logs Each year, the newly raised stones had
might be stacked along the top to to be removed from the soil before
deter larger animals. Later fences the land could be cultivated. Large
were made of timbers stacked atop boulders were rolled into position
one another in a zig zag pattern. at the field edge using oxen or draft
These were eventually replaced by horses. Smaller stones were tossed
rail or picket fences and later by stone above and between them.
walls.
Stone walls with numerous small
Walls constructed from quarried rocks in their construction tell that the
stone had always been part of the adjacent land was cultivated for crops.
more prosperous farms and estates Walls composed solely of larger rocks
of the eighteenth century. By 1810, were likely built to keep livestock in
much of Massachusetts’ forests had pastures or out of hayfields, since
been cleared for agriculture and any neither of those activities required
remaining wood was needed for fuel removing small stones.
and construction materials. Ever Most stone walls were not used
resourceful, the farmers found a use as stand-alone fences. They were
for the stones pulled from their fields capped with wooden rails or brush
during cultivation – stone fences.
to increase the height of the wall and
Ironically, it was the clearing of
the land for agricultural use that
multiplied the stones in their fields.
The bare agricultural soil, with no
intertwining roots below its surface,
was more exposed to winter cold
and froze more deeply that the forest
soils. This accelerated the process of
frost heaving, where rocks were lifted
by frost but did not fall back to their
original positions during the thaw.

restrain the animals. Later wire was
add atop the walls. The invention
and use of barbed wire in the 1870s,
replaced the need for stone walls.

It has been estimated that there were
once 250,000 miles of stone walls in
the northeast, mostly in New England.
Most of these walls were built between
1810 and 1850. When thousands of
rural farms were abandoned in the
mid 1800s, many of these stone walls
were enveloped by forests.
Others were quarried for
their stone, which was
used for bridges, canals,
and piers, or crushed for
subgrading roads. As many
as half of these stone walls
remain, although they are
not protected.

Fueling the Home Fires

What’s A Common?

Activity Ideas

The Puritan communities that settled 1. Visit your town hall and investigate
in New England generally established the history of agriculture in your own
a common grazing land in the center community. How many farms were
of town. This land was owned by
there 100 years ago,
all the families as a place for
60 years ago? How
grazing and securing
many still exist today?
their animals. The
Where are they now?
animals might be
pastured in outer
2. How large were
fields during the day,
these farms of the past
but were brought to
and what was grown on
them? What do farmers
Massachusetts colonists and home- the common at night
grow today?
stead farmers also used wood for for protection from
cooking and heating, burning it in predators.
3. Invite a local farmer to visit the
open fireplaces. A typical family
The
puritans
built
their
homes
around
classroom to talk to students about the
would consume 30-40 cord of wood
this
grassy
common.
In
addition
to
a
work that takes place on his/her farm.
a year. A cord a pile of wood 4 by 4
grazing land, it functioned as Ask them to bring in some of tools
by 8 feet. This usage required cutting
a place for public gatherings, they use.
more than an acre of forests annually.
ceremonial ritual, a training
A wood lot on each farm supplied
area for the militia and 4. Plan a trip to a local farm to learn
their need. Cities and coastal areas
sometimes as a cemetery about the animals that are raised, crops
experience shortages of wood as
for burying the dead. The that are grown and the daily life.
early as 1638. Wood became more
church and meeting hall
expensive as it had to be transported
were built there as well. 5. Ask the local historical society for
from a greater distance. In the
In later years, most copies of photographs of the town hun1880s, improved transportation
New England towns dred or more years ago. Ask students
systems and less costly coal and
were built around a to research and write a story about life
oil from Pennsylvania reduced
town common.
Massachusetts’ fuel shortages.
for children at that time.
The Native Americans used wood to
fuel the large fires that they burned for
cooking and heating. Their method
of managing the forests surrounding
their villages with fire prevented
small trees and shrubby growth from
forming. When firewood became
scarce within a reasonable walking
distance of their villages, they would
relocate to a new site.

Agricultural Roots
In this activity students will create
their own agricultural family tree to
discover their own agricultural roots.
Ask students to interview immediate
and extended family members,
using this page to trace family
roots. Write down the name of each
family member, together with any
connection to the farm and the jobs
that were done.
Ask each family member if they, or
an immediate relative, lived on a
farm. Where was the farm located?
What animals or crops were raised
on the farm? What was life like for
the people who grew up one these
farms? When you are finished, share
your findings with your class.
This activity was adapted from:
Minnesota AgMag from Minnesota
Agriculture in the Classroom.
Massachusetts Agriculture in the Classroom
P.O. Box 345 Seekonk, MA 02771
www.aginclassroom.org

Workshops on the Farm

the sugaring operation and sugar
house. You’ll assist with tubing
installation and tap a tree, make
maple candy and try out other handson activities to use in the classroom.
Bring warm clothes and boots.
Middle and high school teachers
encouraged.

Join us for one of more of our winter
or spring 2009 workshops on the
farm and try out some hands-on
activities for the classroom. Each
workshop runs from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. and highlights a different area
of Massachusetts’ agriculture, while
exploring a unique site. The fee of Wednesday, April 22nd, takes us
$30 includes pdps, lunch and all to the FisherMuseum at Harvard
Forest in Petersham, where
materials.
we’ll learn about the changes in
During the winter break, spend the landscape of Massachusetts over
Tuesday, February 17, at the time. Staff educator Pam Snow will
Warren Farm & Sugar House in interpret the dioramas that showcase
North Brookfield. In the morning changes in agricultural practices and
over coffee and treats, learn about land use that impacted the forests
maple sugar history, Native American of Massachusetts. Learn about the
traditions and changes from Colonial building of stone walls, how the
times to today with owners Jan & forests were harvested and then grew
Dale Wentworth. Find out about back, and try out some activities that
current threats to maple trees from you can take back to the classroom.
global warming and the Asian longIn the afternoon, following a
horned beetle, and how their
Massachusetts farm lunch,
potential loss effects
we’ll take a natural history
daily life and economic
tour of the forest to understand
aspects
in
New
the pine plantation, hemlock
England. Following a
groves, black gum swamps,
unique maple lunch,
the research that takes
we’ll spend the
place at the site and future
afternoon out-of
recovery from December’s
doors, exploring
ice storm.

Exceptional Teacher Award
Do you know a teacher who does
an exceptional job of
bringing agriculture
alive for their students?
Consider nominating
him or her for the
MAC Teacher of
the Year Award for
2009. Send us a
description of his/
her
agricultural
classroom and your reasons for the
recommendation for the award.
Applications are due March 15, 2009
and will be announced in the autumn
edition of our newsletter.

National Conference!
Mark Your Calendar! The 2009
National Agriculture in the Classroom Conference will be held June
23-27 at the Millennium Hotel in
St. Louis, Missouri. The theme
this year is: Bridging the Gap with
Agriculture. The conference includes
a variety of hands-on workshops
and mini-workshops; make-and-take
sessions and tours. Find information
on the program and registration at
www.agclassroom.org.

REGISTRATION ... DONATION.... MATERIAL ORDER FORM
Please fill out this form and return it to: MAC, Inc.
Name

P. O. Box 345

Seekonk, MA 02771

_____________________________________________________________________________

School or Organization _______________________ Address __________________________________
City ________________________________ State ___________________ Zip ___________________
Phone Number (day) ________________ (evening) _______________ e-mail _____________________
I am registering for the following workshop (s):
❑ $30 enclosed for each workshop registration,
❑ please send directions
						
❑ February 17, Maple Sugaring Workshop at the Warren Farm and Sugarhouse, North Brookfield
❑ April 22, Agricultural History Tour at the Fisher Museum of Harvard Forest in Petersham
Please send information on:
❑ The Summer Graduate Course;

❑ MAC 2008 Annual Report;

I would like to order: 					
❑ 8 Lessons About Agriculture & Environment $5;
I’d like to make a tax-deductible donation in the amount of:

❑ Mini-Grant Guidelines

❑ Farm Field Trip Manual $12;
❑ School Gardening Manual $10
❑ $50;

❑ $25;

❑ $10

Other donation ______

Calendar

February
24-26 24-26
- Harvest
NE MarketFebruary
- Harvest
NE
onference,
in
Sturbridge.
For
ing C
Marketing Conference in Sturbridge.

Visit www.harvestnewengland.org.
information
visit www.harvestne
england.org
February 27-28 - Ecological
February 24-26
- Harvest
NE in
Landscaping
Assn.
Conference,
Marketing
Conference,
in
Springfield. For informationSturvisit
www.ecolandscaping.org.
bridge.
For information visit
www.harvestnew england.org
March 4 - MEES Conference at
Holy Cross College in Worcester.
2008. The Theme is Environmental
Sustainability. For information, visit
www.massmees.org.
March 9 - Mass. Organics Recycling
Summit at the Devons Common
Center. For information e-mail to
morgan.harriman@state.ma.us.
March 10 - Mass. Agriculture Day
at the State House. For more
information e-mail to Lisa Damon at
Lisa.Damon@state.ma.us.
April 15 - Mass Farm to School
Project: From Apples to Zucchini
Conference. Visit www.mass.gov/
agr/markets/Farm_to_school.

May 13 & 14 - Mass. Envirothon
at the Doyle Conservation Center in
Leominster. For information, visit,
www.maenvirothon.org.

Resources
Mass. Agricultural License Plate
Reserve yours today at www.mass.
gov/agr/agtag/index.htm.
Secrets of the Soil, exhibit sheets,
activity and background information
from the Smithsonian available
online at http://forces.si.edu/soils/.
Garden Based Learning Videos
available on-line from California
School Gardening Network at
http://lifelabvideos.blogspot.com.
Pollination Resources for the
Classroom with a focus on Native
Pollinator from US Forest Service
can be found at www.fs.fed.us/
wildflowers/teacher/index.shtml.

2010 Massachusetts Agriculture
Calendar Photo Contest. Photos
must be at least 4” by 6” and no
larger than 8” by 10” and must
have been taken in Massachusetts
in the past three years. Send photos
of local rural scenes, farm animals
or produce by June 1 to Photo
Contest, Mass. DAR, 251
Causeway Street, Suite 500,
Boston, MA 02114. For more
information, call Rick LeBlanc at
617-626-1759 or send an e-mail to
Richard.LeBlanc@state.ma.us.
The twelve winners will be featured
in the 2010 MA agriculture
calendar. For details visit www.
mass.gov/agr/.

Seasonal List of Fruits and
Vegetables with recipes and nutrition info. at www.fruitsandveggies
morematters.org.

To receive more information, add a
name to our mailing list or give us
your comments:

After School Agriculture Thematic web-based activities can
be found at www.ohio4h.org/after
schoolag/allaboutag.html.

Mass. Agriculture
in the Classroom
P.O. Box 345
Seekonk, MA 02771

The Old Farmer’s Almanac for
Kids at www.Almanac4kids.com.

call Debi Hogan
at 508-336-4426
fax: 508-336-0682
e-mail to debi.hogan@earthlink.net
Website: www.aginclassroom.org

Science News for Kids articles
on food, the environment online at
www.sciencenewsforkids.org/.
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